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CA LMI Spring 2016 Regional Convenings:  

Complete Notes 
 
The following notes come from discussion and share-outs at the five California Labor-
Management Initiative (CA LMI) Regional Convenings that took place during the spring of 2016. 
This document contains the complete responses recorded at each convening, organized by 
region. The convenings took place in the following locations: 
 

● April 12 in Visalia, CA 
● April 21 in Sacramento, CA 
● May 6 in Pasadena, CA 
● May 12 in Orange County, CA 
● May 20 in Milpitas, CA 
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Complete Notes from Cultivating Commitment to Labor-Management 
Collaboration 

What Didn’t Work: Resolving Problems through Authentic Collaboration and 
Improved Communication 
Participants responded to the role played conversation between a union leader and 
superintendent and provided analysis/suggestions for what would improve the communication. 

Orange County Responses: What Didn’t Work 
● Didn’t clearly identify the problem 
● Lack of aligned views and norms between the two parties on how to solve the problem 
● Parties needed to solve the problem at the organizational level at which it is occurring 
● The conversation was over the phone, and should be face-to-face 
● Lack of trust on both sides 
● Didn’t address the issue in a timely manner 
● Didn’t keep communication clear throughout all stages of the issue which led to 

frustration 
● Used words like ‘undermine’ which changed the tone of the conversation 
● Didn’t set a timelines that worked for the different groups 
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Milpitas Responses: Suggested Strategies 
● Don’t threaten 
● Set up a procedure to handle issue at site-level 
● Set a timeline for open communication to ensure everyone feels validated and that 

they’re being heard 
● Have set protocols in place and make sure they are being followed 
● Don’t set unrealistic expectations for resolving problems 
● Don’t let pride get in the way of listening to the real problem 
● Need trust and agreement that everyone is working towards the same goal/interest 
● Have open communication about schedule and availability, feasibility of timeline 
● Clearly state intentions 
● Reduce emotional responses 
● Have important conversations in-person 

What Worked: Resolving Problems through Authentic Collaboration and 
Improved Communication 
Participants reflected on why the second version of the role-play conversation worked better. 

 Orange County Responses 
● The communication addressed both current issues and determined next steps 
● Addressed exchange of power and the power dynamics between different groups 
● Helped members of different groups understand the viewpoints of others and address 

miscommunication issues 
● Directly addressed the appropriate groups and people to solve problems 
● Conversation set commitments and next steps to address the problem 

 Milpitas Responses 
● Noticed sense of respect, mutual care, and empathy 
● Authenticity 
● One side continued respectful conversation despite occasional disrespectful remarks 

from the other - “took the high road” 

Reasons to Support Collaboration 
Participants described reasons that different stakeholder groups might have for supporting the 
development of collaborative partnerships in their district. 

Visalia Responses 
● To have a voice in decisions being made 
● Teachers want a seat at the table and transparency in the decision-making process 
● We’re all in this together for the same reasons, all in the same boat 
● From the perspective of teachers: collaboration benefits all, and ultimately the students, 

allows you to seek help when needed, and provides opportunities to learn and share 
from others 

● Capacity building (building leadership, understanding, skills) 
● From the perspective of administrators: provides an opportunity to share facts with 

people, dispel rumors and ideas about administration/board members, and share the 
reality of the situation 

● From the perspective of board members – collaborative relationship leads to 
development of trust 
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Sacramento Responses 
● Different groups can have a say in what happens 
● Different people can understand the reasons behind the decisions made and make 

informed decisions 
● Collaboration helps you to solve problems quickly and to work smarter 

Pasadena Responses 
● School districts only work if all the different parts are collaborating 
● Collaboration moves everyone in the right direction and creates less stress and a better 

environment for all 
● Collaboration makes all groups feel more empowered 
● Having a layer of trust frees all groups up to do the things they want to do, e.g. teachers 

can teach 
● Without trust, collaboration doesn’t work; trust comes from respect, distrust comes from 

disrespect 
● Collaboration allows sharing of knowledge, as no one is an expert in all fields 

Orange County Responses 
● Brings resolution to issues 
● Creates a better working environment 
● Improves retention of staff, including both teaching and administration 
● Leads to sharing of ideas 
● Communication during collaboration is greater and of better quality 
● Collaboration is not compromise: everyone is working together, not giving up something 
● Collaboration will improve relationships with all staff members throughout the district 
● From the perspective of teachers an opportunity to give teachers a voice 

Milpitas Responses 
● Collaboration could result in a better outcome 
● From the perspective of staff: chance to voice opinions and be listened to 

Reasons to Resist Collaboration 
Participants described reasons that different stakeholder groups might have for resisting the 
development of collaborative partnerships in their district. 

Visalia Responses 
● Some parties might want to engage in false collaboration in order to control the outcome 

of decisions 
● False sense that collaboration is a weakness 
● From the perspective of board members: 

○ Might lose your voice or control 
○ Past history: board members of 15 years might have a history of 

confrontational/adversarial experience 
● Takes time and requires a lot of explaining, don’t have enough time for it 
● From the perspective of teachers:  

○ Competition within teachers, star teacher may not want to share tools with other 
teachers 

○ Fear of working with administration, history of bad experiences of working with 
administration 
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● “The other side” – lack of sense that we’re all working together, as long as there’s an “us 
vs. them,” there’s a problem until there’s a ‘we’ 

● Scapegoats – by not collaborating, one is able to blame things on people, e.g. not taking 
the time to understand what’s going on 

● In collaboration, there is sharing of success but also sharing in failures 
● If you are an educator/staff/board/administrator, you may be used to doing things and 

excelling in the adversarial paradigm. The proposal of change and collaboration would 
make them feel insecure. They have no experience in doing things in another way 

Sacramento Responses 
● People know that they’re right vs. other people; people want to be right regardless of 

what other people think 
● Lack of trust and fear of retribution 
● Worry that collaboration will lead to a lack of outcomes or lack of constructive outcomes 
● Tried it before, and it didn’t work then 
● Fear of loss of control; loss of ability to impose will upon others 

Pasadena Responses 
● Fear of loss of control and power 
● Fear of retribution; for example, sharing ideas and speaking out could lead to 

ostracism/penalization 
● Bad past experiences - people from times of bad relations have more distrust than 

others with only experiences of good relations 
● Top-down collaboration isn’t true collaboration 
●  In different groups, one group will consider itself an expert in “what matters” and decide 

that others’ expertise isn’t as important 

Orange County Responses 
● Goals of different groups are not aligned 
● Collaboration can be seen as buddying up with the enemy/perception of collusion 
● Sense of mistrust 
● Distrust that your input won’t be valued or taken into consideration 
● Lack of action or results from previous attempts at collaboration 
● Collaboration takes a lot of work and time 
● Some groups have benefited disproportionately from the previous paradigm 
● Building and maintaining relationships isn’t easy 
● Everyone is on a different level of support for and commitment to collaboration  

Milpitas Responses 
● Collaboration results in only one or two options: the decision could be what you don’t 

want 
● From the perspective of parents/community members: parents may feel they don’t want 

to be involved as they may feel that it’s not their job to run the school and are too busy 
● From the perspective of classified staff: they may have previous experience of opinions 

not being valued 
● From the perspective of administrators:  

○ Lack of trust of self  
○ Discomfort with conflict 

● From the perspective of board members: lack of trust, bad past experiences, people’s 
beliefs, and people being unwilling to change 
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Strategies to Address Resistance to Collaboration 
Participants shared strategies that could be used to address resistance to building collaboration. 

Visalia Responses 
● Provide time for the collaboration to happen, e.g. this convening has created and slotted 

time for people in various roles 
● Face-to-face meetings and explanation of intentions, goals, and what to accomplish 

while allowing communication 
● Form personal connections and then work on creating larger scale collaborative 

structures and connections 
● Have administrators have open communication and open doors 
● Create a group that meets on a monthly basis with set goals and reasons for meeting  
● If there is significant board and superintendent turnover, keep old and new members as 

part of a collaborative group to have a smoother transition (old members can provide 
mentorship) and to create a tradition and culture to automatically induct new 
staff/members 

● If collaboration is part of the culture, it is an expectation 

Sacramento Responses 
● Students will be able to pick up on a collaborative environment: happy teachers = happy 

kids 
● Two heads are better than one, three heads are better than two... 
● As a team, time is needed to build relationships and trust 
● Collaboration can help everyone be on the same page and improve communication and 

understanding 
● Distinctions between groups interfere with the ultimate goal of teaching and learning 

(collaboration frees groups to do what they do best, e.g. teaching, administration, etc., 
which fosters a better teaching and learning environment) 

Pasadena Responses 
● Power is best served and shared: when you empower people to do their best, you get 

their best, while thinking that you’re the only one who knows anything leads to negative 
results 

● It is the responsibility of management to address bad emotional baggage from past: 
management should take initiative to build better relationships and address bad 
experiences, e.g. improving communication by learning about who you’re talking with 
and looking for key folks to communicate with 

● Listen to build trust and address bad experiences 
● Get specific details from the person bringing up reasons of resistance: get the context 

and details, address their concerns and issues by understanding their viewpoint and 
nailing down specifics 

Orange County Responses 
● Treat employees well 
● Include everyone in the process 
● Be clear that it’s ok to disagree but emphasize the importance of agreement for the 

greater good (for the students) 
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Actions that Build Trust 
Participants discussed actions that would help to build trust among individuals working to build 
collaborative relationships. 

Visalia Responses 
● Be willing to listen to ideas 
● Receive info in timely manner 
● Attack problems, not people 
● Admit truth, be honest 
● Keep your word, be consistent, say what you mean and mean what you say 
● Be inclusive 
● Share stories of who we are, know each other on a personal level 
● Solicit feedback 
● Apologize 
● Be willing to make mistakes but take actions to correct them 

Sacramento Responses 
● Communication: ask questions and listen to answers 
● Listen for great ideas 
● Ensure structures are in place to promote good communication, e.g. regularly scheduled 

meetings at the district with union representation; listening for concerns; meetings with 
union members, not just leadership; adequately publicize meetings 

● Go deep within communication structure: need to make sure actual dialogue is 
happening, not just updates 

Pasadena Responses 
● Set the stage for honest and open communication: be willing to share everything but 

what can’t be shared, and be open about assuming there is goodwill on the other end 
and a willingness to communicate 

● Seek a common interest: see where you’re going to succeed already instead of starting 
with more difficult issues 

● Treat all groups equally, be equitable 
● Show willingness to compromise 
● Inclusion of all groups early on is important, especially classified staff – classified staff 

have seen times where they were included only after the issue had come up and were 
included as an afterthought 

● Be willing to explain reasoning and rationality behind decision-making 
● Know and work within different people’s comfort zones, e.g. communicating with people 

in places where they are comfortable, being willing to reach out to people outside of 
typical power dynamics such as giving individual calls instead of summoning someone to 
your office, showing people that you value what they do 

Orange County Responses 
● Have equality of access and open communication channels with everyone without fear 

of reprisal 
● Transparency 
● Empathic listening 
● Policy of no surprises – communicating consistently and openly 
● Responsive to communication 
● Fulfill your commitment to someone but also being open about what you can and cannot 

do 
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● Understand what others’ roles are and viewpoints 

Milpitas Responses 
● Active listening 
● Be open-minded and flexible 
● Regular ongoing communication 
● Offer solutions to problems 
● Make sure there are conversations 
● Prioritize according to the other person’s need 
● Have time and conversations not related to work to build personal relationships 
● Look at people as human beings 
● Fix problems, don’t affix blame 

Actions that Diminish Trust 
Participants discussed actions that would diminish trust among individuals working to build 
collaborative relationships. 

Pasadena Responses 
● Lie 
● Withhold information 
● Throw rocks at problems instead of talking about it 
● Make it personal 
● Say one thing in public but say something else in a private setting 
● “Forget” to do something as a way of avoidance 

Sacramento Responses 
● Caste system/stratification can diminish trust 
● Tell people what to do, impose yourself on others 
● Try to move forward without common understanding 
● Follow up lack of understanding with blame; tell people who don’t understand that it was 

their responsibility to learn about it 

Pasadena Responses 
● Say, “I’m going to be honest with you now”” – implies that you haven’t been honest 

before 

Orange County Responses 
● Take actions without consulting with the groups that will be affected (ex. Not consulting 

with unions before making a district-level decision) 
● Lack of investment of time 

Milpitas Responses 
● Talk at people, not with them 
● Talk in disparaging ways 

Complete Notes from Team Share-Out on Ideas for Improving Educator 
Recruitment and Retention through Labor-Management Collaboration 
Teams shared strategies from their discussion that they had used or could use in their 
district/county office to improve educator recruitment and retention.  
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Visalia 
● Specific to teachers: work on changing transfer rounds 

○ Posted positions externally earlier if no internal teachers have shown interest, 
e.g. posting in March instead of May/July 

○ Extended service credit to 15 years instead of longer 
● Improve working conditions (not just salary, benefits), and other things that make people 

want to come and stay (regardless of position). Work with unique issues to make things 
attractive for a variety of positions 

● Bus drivers – committed to 10-12 hours a day but only get paid for 6 hours.  
○ Instead have bus driver stay at the school and do other services at school. Gives 

bus drivers the opportunity to develop positive relationships with the kids to 
improve retention 

○ Bus driver training – used to be 4-6 months, now 4-8 weeks, considering 
payment for the training instead of previously training on own time 

● Added mentoring piece to contract last year: 
○ Improved collegial relationships 
○ Offered $1500 stipend to both new and old teachers: new teacher is mentored 

and paired with veteran teacher (5 years or more of successful teaching record) 
○ Was an informal process (meeting over lunch/coffee) 
○ Younger teachers reported feeling supported. There is still attrition for other 

reasons outside of district control such as location being undesirable 
● Area job fair: 

○ Started in January, turned out to be a great way to find substitutes 
○ Began with a workshop to consider teaching as a second career that went over 

requirements and process (convince people in other careers to transition) 
● Job fair recruitment: 

○ Dependent on collaboration with different roles 
○ Created and demonstrated a different environment that makes a district more 

appealing 
● Tiered system for subs:  

○ When subs have hit a certain number of days in a year, they started on a higher 
tier on the second year 

○ Getting into the top tier meant qualifying for Common Core training, encouraging 
loyalty and commitment in the sub system 

○ Working conditions have improved 
○ Opening up professional development to subs improved recruitment rates, e.g., 

sending out letters to parents led to half of new subs being parents 
● Imagined system: 

○ If culture and climate were meeting teachers’ and employees’ needs, then 
districts should cultivate the replacement of the principal from within  

○ District should work with that new principal to work within the same system and 
cultivate the same culture  

○ District should implement certain criteria for hiring principals/culture makers to 
ensure they support the positive culture 

● Hired internally to maintain culture/policy systems knowledge and ensure seamless 
transition 

● Teacher transition: 
○ If a teacher knows they’re going to retire, district will bring a student teacher in 

and pay them as an intern while receiving training and guidance until the senior 
teacher retire 
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○ Student teacher would start as an employee, partial salary at least 
● Career ladders:  

○ Create capacity for people to move within an organization and contribute at 
higher and higher levels to keep culture 

○ Need to consciously train new entrants so they commit to culture 
● Team discussed a need to build internal capacity to maintain and ensure systems 

continue to flourish. Have to build almost a daily routine to learn from mistakes and let 
new people continually learn from the system 

Sacramento Team Share-Out 
● Built on district LCAP goals 
● Strategies to retain and grow classified employees:  

○ Include a professional development allotment in contracts 
■ Let employees who took advantage of  professional development funds 

share their stories during opening day activities encourage other 
classified employees to want to access those funds 

○ Discussed asking classified staff how to support them in further education: 
■ Work with classified staff to develop support systems for those interested 

in becoming teachers 
■ Collaborate with San Joaquin Teachers’ College to fastrack credential 

procurement 
● Evaluate district office: 

○ Have staff give input on workplace conditions: environment, district office, culture 

Milpitas Team Share-Out 
● Question from participants:  

○ Teacher recruitment programs – example of Illinois where special educator 
program was paid for in exchange for eight years of service in the state, is CA 
doing this? 

○ BTSA 
○ Where is there money in budget for higher education institutions to develop 

classified staff education programs (money for classified staff to get teacher 
credentials, AB-2122) 

● Team is in an economically depressed area and wants to make personal 
contacts/relationships with institutions of higher education so they can support 
recruitment efforts 

● Team in isolated area shared discussion about recruitment to address retention by 
getting people to socialize, date and stick around  

● District labor-management collaboration roadshow: 
○ Labor management teams presentation on their collaboration to candidates as a 

way to make working in their school/district more appealing 
○ Have mentors get together so others can learn from their example of 

collaborative work 
● Classified staff:  

○ Create buddy system for classified employees for new and veteran employees, 
so new employees can learn system from experienced people 

○ Create professional development system and calendar it out for classified staff 
○ HR team did a video for recruitment for their certificated- want to do recruitment 

video of students targeted at classified staff 
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● Take career to college specialists and CSEA members and bring them into the fold and 
see if can recruit them into teaching. Partner with colleges to see if they can help with 
this pathway. 

Complete Notes from Team-Share during Accountability and Continuous 
Improvement Session 
Teams shared reflections and ideas on the collaborative development of local indicators of 
success, and on strengthening collaboration in their LCAP development process.  

Pasadena Team Share-Out 
● District superintendent feels their district is somewhere in-between stages no 

collaboration and true collaboration 
○ Superintendent is trying to cultivate a feeling of collaboration, describing 

everyone in the district as a family or team 
○  Questions from the district: 

■ How does ACITF report define collaboration? 
■ What are the protocols for collaboration? 

○ There is a fear that disagreement with one group leads to groups blaming each 
other as uncooperative, harming the collaboration process 

○ District is making progress as a whole, but it’s slow progress 
○ All groups, from administration to teachers, are working on the same thing, 

dealing with the same issues and concerns 
○ Found LCAP meetings within the district is giving them an excuse to get together 

a diverse stakeholder group, created a team that has the potential to work 
together in other areas than LCAP 

● By working together, a district can find ways to improve the needs identified in the LCAP 
○ Need to find a way to hear all the different sides in order to move forward 
○ District is locating a venue to hear all those voices 

● LCAP has created some confusion for districts about origins and reasoning behind 
mandating of LCAP 

○ Could use more communication to explain where the data and decisions are 
coming from 

● People need to understand the value of the LCAP in the school district 
○ Parents, teachers, and employees don’t necessarily understand LCAP 
○ Better understanding will lead to better implementation of the LCAP 

●  District reflected on their team’s commitment to the ideas created last year at the last 
regional convening/symposium 

○ Middle management level is where there is less understanding and commitment 
to those ideas 

○ Next steps are to try to find ways to address this resistance such as putting 
together survey questions and utilizing humble inquiry from presentation as next 
steps 

Orange County Team Share-Outs 
● Success and its measures should be defined by the stakeholders  
● How is accountability taking place in groups like students, parents, etc.? 
● Idea of an LCAP conference to bring people together to talk about how to build the best 

LCAP. District teams come and get ideas from each other for developing their LCAPs 
● LCAP is a reflection and something to get better at next time. Acknowledge what we 

didn’t get right and try something else 
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○ One district had collaborative group involved in analysis and writing of LCAP, not 
just in giving input at the front end. Made writing LCAP part of their collaboration 

● One districts sends feedback from LCAP input to parents and asks parents to prioritize 
what came back from the survey 

Complete Comments from Group Reflection and Meeting Feedback  
At the end of the meeting, participants shared reflections, learnings and feedback with the other 
teams in the room. 

Visalia Comments 
● From a team that went to May 2015 Symposium: today they realized that there are still 

some steps they need to take to include their whole district more in building collaboration 

 Sacramento Comments 
● Really appreciated coaching time 
● Appreciated having structured time to talk with each other, could problem-solve 

functional communication and their relationships, not just issue-specific problems 
● Team realized that collaboration needs to be deeper 
● Team was proud of steps they have taken since the May 2015 Symposium, and realized 

their next step now is beyond building trust and communication 
● Reflected on how to continue to improve 
● Deepened communication and with all members 
● The voice of students was missing from this convening – are there future opportunities 

for including student voice? 

Orange County Comments 
● The ability to just talk has been helpful in articulating and deciding where the team wants 

to be; their conversations have expanded their talks on collaboration beyond 
collaboration between unions and administration to site-level collaboration 

● Want to try collaborative site-visits including representatives from different groups 
● Want to improve site-level collaboration around LCAP by having more site-level 

conversations and work on PLCs to have more of a system-wide discussion about the 
LCAP instead just small group discussions 

● District wants to re-implement a social school lunch program for staff: set school lunch 
hour as a way for all staff of differing roles to have a chance to meet and change work 
dynamics 

● Feels role-playing was really powerful, the point really hit home 
● Coaching is very helpful, wish the team had more time 
● Would be interested in a fishbowl coaching session where other districts could get the 

chance to see one district receive coaching 

Milpitas Comments 
● Learned today that work that our district does hasn’t permeated throughout the district, 

and we have some work we need to do. But seems this exists for many districts 
● So glad there was room and we could attend. Very inspiring to look around and see the 

collaboration of the associations and executive cabinet and everyone involved. 
● These meetings have fully encouraged our collaboration. What has been really valuable 

is hearing other people’s struggles, especially with role identify with. If we can listen to 
teachers union presidents or classified staff, we might be able to see ourselves in those 
people. 

 


